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new super mario bros. u deluxe is an impressive package, offering the best of modern-era 2d mario, madcap multiplayer and glimpses of the outrageous invention that was to come in super mario odyssey . it's a top-drawer mario game and arguably the best of the 'new' branch whether you play on wii u or switch, although ageing
visuals and the irritation of being kicked back to the world map after every death stand out as things that could have been finessed in this deluxe version. one of the more well-known online games for the wii u gamepad , super mario maker is an excellent creation tool that let you play and share user-made levels. you can even
share your levels with other players, and share your creations with other players as well. the tools and functionality in the game is phenomenal and the community is thriving as well. it's not easy to be a 16-bit nintendo powerhouse: it's rather difficult to come up with a solid identity that stands out from the crowd. luckily, 2d super
mario bros. is perfectly suited for this distinction, even if the game never did make a much impact on the franchise's continuity. this wii u corepack includes both original 2d levels and remakes of levels from later games (like the equally charming 2x and 3d levels). the most recent (and by that we mean two weeks ago) mainline
super mario experience, super mario odyssey is inarguably one of the best traditional 2d games on the switch. mario is playing the role of a little boy with many hats in this tutorial-heavy mario adventure, and the game itself is hilariously fun.
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